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Abstract—Data Mining is a process of extracting knowledge from large amount of data. It is used in EDM (Educational Data mining). Educational data mining is a field for discovering knowledge from large amount of Educational data. The main purpose of EDM is to find the appropriate pattern of educational data so that there is improvement of qualification of education. Different aspects are evaluated like social, economic, personal, cultural, geographical, institute environment and other in education research study. Such aspects may either help a student in shining during academic period or halt academic program. Such failure is known as drop-out. Data mining algorithm helps in finding those factors; that are mostly contributing the student’s performance. If we work on most contributing attribute better results can be achieved. In our research we are going to construct a hybrid model that can fit in Educational data mining. Hybrid approach is an approach which is combination of two or more techniques of data mining such as association, Clustering, Bayesian networks, neural network’s machine learning technique, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms etc. In this research, we discuss how a hybrid approach based data mining model can help to improve an education system by enabling better and effective teacher-student interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining technique is helpful for several reasons in private as well as public sectors. Many Industries use Data Mining technique to extract the valuable information from the large database to minimize costs, enhance research, and increase sales i.e. banking, medicine, insurance, retailing and EDM (Educational Data Mining). By the increase of technology of computers the collection of data, storage of data as well as manipulations of data have become straightforward. Data Mining is extensively useful in EDM (Educational Data Mining). Educational data mining is an emerging field for knowledge discovering from large amount of Educational data. The purpose of EDM is to find the pattern of educational data so that qualification of education can be improved. EDM is the educational research study of Variety of methods in which different aspects are evaluated like social, economic, personal, cultural, geographical, institute environment and other. Such aspects may either help a student in excelling during academic period or halt academic program of a student. Such failure is known as drop-out. [1] Data mining algorithm helps in finding those factors, that mostly contributing the student’s performance. If we work on most contributing attribute better results can be achieved.[3]

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This research finds better efficiency as well as limitations of traditional algorithms. The research also finds out the best possible solution which can handle large amount of high dimensional data. Our research is about checking the performance of students with the help of decision tree and clustering algorithms [8] by applying them on different data sets using data mining tool and evaluates the outcome.

III. SCOPE OF STUDY

This research checks the effectiveness of decision tree classification as well as clustering algorithms by applying them to a large scale data set. Example: Classification methods try to find those students who are likely to fail or need more attention.[4] Focus on these kinds of students can better the quality of education and decrease the dropout rate. Clustering methods try to make cluster of students according to their knowledge of subjects. This helps the student to find job according to their taste. Experiment result will also show the best accuracy, less time taken, higher robustness and generalization ability in one of the algorithm.

IV. TYPES OF DATA MINING ALGORITHMS

A. Association rule algorithm:- It mainly deals with search statistical relations between objects in dataset. It finds how events aggregate together. [5]
B. **Classification algorithm:** It can describe or classify objects related to dataset into predefined set of classes. It is supervised learning approach. It includes objects in dataset used to understand existing objects and predict behaviour of new objects.

C. **Clustering algorithm:** It is collection of objects of similar type in one group. The cluster provides us better results.

D. **Inductive and Deductive learning:** Machine learning in mainly classify into two different types. In deductive learning, we learn something with existing knowledge and produce some new knowledge from existing knowledge. In inductive learning rules and patterns are extracted from large datasets. In clustering partition the dataset in to subsets for optimization.
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Inductive and deductive learning.

Fig 1: Inductive and deductive learning.

V. **METHODOLOGY**

Student’s performance is a great concern for academic institutions. Classification and clustering methods like decision trees, Bayesian network, k-means etc can be applied on the educational data for predicting the student’s performance in examination. These classification methods will be useful to identify the weak students and help them to score better marks. Various decision tree and clustering algorithms like C4.5, ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3), k-means and CART (Classification and Regression Trees) can be applied to the research.

In this study, C4.5 algorithm is applied on Students of different colleges to predict their performance in the final exam. The outcome of the clustering is to group the similar types of students and analysis with inter cluster students. The outcome of the decision tree predicts the number of students who are likely to pass, fail or promoted to next year. The results provide steps to improve the performance of the students who were predicted to fail or promoted.

In our research, the data is firstly converted to an optimal dataset by applying various Expert rules [7] and then on this dataset feature reduction is performed. Finally from this optimal dataset decision tree has been constructed. Following steps are performed in our research:

- Primary data has been collected from 1300 students from two different schools through questionnaires and interviews.
- After that training dataset has been created from this primary data by randomly selecting 650 rows.
- Knowledge elicitation has performed from domain experts.
- From this knowledge of experts, rules have been created in Java Language.
- These rules have been applied to the training data set.
- Then feature reduction is performed to this dataset by calculating gain ratio of every attribute and the attributes having minimum gain ratio have been deducted. After deduction we obtain an optimal dataset.
- The optimal decision tree has been constructed using c4.5 algorithm.

Finally, comparison has been made between existing approach and our approach to find the outcome.
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Fig 2: The diagram represents existing approach
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Fig 3: Representing our approach
A. Attributes used: The attributes considered for the analysis of students performance are: [6] Sex, Age, Address, Parents status, Mother’s education, Father’s education etc. Attribute ‘Sex’ has domain values {Male, Female}, Age{15-20} etc.

B. C4.5 Algo:- These are developed by Quinlan for inducing Classification Models from data that are also called decision trees. We are given a set of accounts. Each record has the same construction, consisting of a number of quality/value pairs. These attributes shows the group of the record. The problem is to decide a decision tree. This decision is done on the basis of answers to questions. These questions are about the non-category attributes predicts correctly the value of the category attribute. Usually the category attribute takes only the values {true, false}, or {success, failure}, or something equivalent. In any case, one of its values will mean failure.[2]

C. Finding gain ratio: After applying expert rules on training dataset we will find the gain ratio of all the attributes by using WEKA tool. In our research the algorithm C4.5 will reduce the parameters with less gain ratio. Our approach will use only 6 attributes that we got after finding gain ratio. At last we will gain an optimal dataset with only 6 attributes.

VI. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

When C4.5 algorithm is run on an optimal dataset which is generated by applying expert rules and feature reduction technique, the percentage of accuracy has been increased by 12%. It has been observed that, correctly classified instances in this approach is 91.1051% and 7.8647% instances are in correctly classified. Computation time has also been reduced by using this approach that is 0.09 sec to 0.02 sec. Above analysis shows the decrease in computation time by applying C4.5 algorithm on datasets. The implemented technique has been applied to the dataset of 650 rows to make it an optimal dataset and then comparison has been done between computational time of existing and our technique.

Figure 5: Representing accuracy of an existing Approach
VII. CONCLUSION

The optimal algorithm is based on the C4.5 methods. This method introduces new characteristics such as implementation of Expert rules and technique of feature reduction on large dataset. Several attempts have been made to design and develop the specific data mining system but no system is found completely specific or generic. Thus the domain expert’s support is compulsory for every domain. The domain experts shall be guided by the system to effectively apply their knowledge for the use of data mining systems to create required knowledge. The domain experts are required because they determine the category of data that should be composed of in the specific problem domain, selection of particular type of data for data mining, cleaning of data, transformation of data, extracting various patterns for generation of knowledge and finally interpretation of the patterns and knowledge generation. By applying this optimal approach on student’s data, we can find out the best features or attributes that will influence student’s performance.
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